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In this paper we introduce the notion of generable sets to characterize the 
machines described by Z. Pawlak. Pawlak's machine is a pair M = <T, 7r>, 
where T is a given set and ~r is a partial function 7r: T --~ T. The set generated 
by the machine M is the set of all computations of the machine M (i.e., the 
language of the machine M). An arbitrary set C (of sequences of elements of 
T) is a generable set if there exists a machine M such that C is the set generated 
by the machine M. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary set of 
sequences to be a generable set are established in this paper. The set generated 
by the composition of machines i  shown. It is shown when the union, intersec- 
tion, complement, and difference of generable sets are generable sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Pawlak has introduced a general notion of a machine very similar to existing 
machines. We shall call the content of the memory  of a real machine at given 
moment  of the time, the state of the machine. The  set of all possible states of 
the machine we shall denote by T. The  control, for every working step of the 
machine which changes it f rom the present state to the next state, we call the 
transition function and we shall denote it by 7r. 
Then  Pawlak's machine is a pair M = (T ,  7r), where T is a given set of 
states and 7r is a partial function ~ : T -~ T. The  machine M operates in such 
a way, that beginning from an arbitrary state t ~ Dr  C T the machine moves 
to the next state ~r(t) by application of the transition function 7r, then to the 
state ~r(Tr(t))= ~r2(t) and so on. In this manner  we obtain the sequence 
(finite or infinite) called a computation. I f  the machine M reaches state 
t' 6 D~,  then M stops and we obtain a finite computat ion (the final state of 
which is t'). Hence these machines seem to be analogous to real machines. 
Pawlak's machines look to the future because they can start f rom an arbitrary 
state of computat ion (i.e., not only from initial states). 
Some properties of these machines were presented by Z. Pawlak (1969) and 
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by W. Kwasowiec (1969). In this paper we introduce a notion of generable 
sets which characterize Pawlak's machines. 
2. GENERABLE SETS 
By a computation of a machine M = (T,  ~r) we understand an arbitrary 
sequence c = (to, t l , . . .  ) such that to~D ~ and t/+ 1 =~(t¢)  for 
i = 0, 1,..., l ( c ) -  2, where by l(c) we denote the number of elements 
(length) of the sequence c. The length of the sequence c can be equal to 
infinity. An arbitrary sequence c is a computation if there exists a machine M 
such that c is a computation of the machine M. 
The set of all computations of a machine M we call the set generated by the 
machine M. That set we can understand as the language of the machine M. 
Consider an arbitrary set T. By T ° we denote the set of all at least two- 
element sequences (finite or infinite) of elements of the set T. A set C C T ~ 
is called a generable set if there exists a machine M such that C is the set 
generated by the machine M. I f  the set T is nonempty, then it is obvious that 
T ~ is not a generable set. 
I f  c : (to, t 1 ,...) then we can define C (i)  = (ti, ti+ 1 ,...) for 
i = 0, 1,..., 1(c) - -  2. We call c ~il a segment of the sequence c. It is obvious 
that c ~°) = c. Let - -  be the relation of two variables which is true either if 
both variables are defined and equal, or if both are undefined. Now we try to 
characterize the class of generable sets which we treat as subsets of the set T ~. 
THEOREM 1. A set of sequences C C T °~ is a generable set i f  and only i f  the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every c=(to , t l  .... )6C ,  c' =( to ' , t~ ' , . . . )~C and i, j~O if 
t i = t / then  t~+ 1 - -  t~+ 1. 
(ii) c ~i) E C for every c ~ C and i = 0,..., l(c) - -  2. 
Proof. I f  C is a generable set then there exists a partial function rr : T---> T 
such that C is the set generated by the machine M = (T,  ~r). I f  we take an 
arbitrary element of an arbitrary computation of the machine M, then the 
next element (if it exists) is uniquely determined by the function rr. Therefore, 
condition (i) is satisfied. For any computation c = (to, t~ ,...) an arbitrary 
element t~ belongs to D~ for i = 0,..., l(c) - -  2. Then in the set C there 
exists a computation beginning with t~. Since that computation is uniquely 
determined by the function ~r, it is the segment c~i) of the computation c and 
the condition (ii) holds. 
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Now let C be an arbitrary set which satisfies (i) and (ii). Let 
D~ dj {t ~ T : (3c = (to , t 1 .... ) ~ C)(3i ~ O)(t = t~A l (c )~ i+2)} .  
For every t ~ D~ there exist a sequence c = (t o , t 1 ,...) and i ~ 0 such that 
t ~ t~. Since i ~ l(c) - -  2, ti+ 1 is uniquely determined in virtue of the 
• . al ~ From the condit ion (i). Let now ~r(t) ~- t~+ 1 . definition of the function 7r it 
follows at once that C is the set generated by the machine (T ,  rr>. 
COROLLARY 1. Any subset of a generable set satisfies the condition (i). 
COROLLARY 2. Any subset of a generable set is a generable set i f  and only if 
it satisfies the condition (ii). 
COROLLARY 3. /f any set of sequences satisfies the condition (i), then every 
element of the set is a computation. 
We can prove the corollaries very simply. 
A computat ion c is a maximal computat ion of a generable set C if c a C 
and for every c' ~ C if c' @ c then c is not a segment of c'. 
A computation c is a maximal computation of a machine M if c is a maximal 
computation of the set generated by the machine M. 
THEOREM 2. For an arbitrary generable set C and for every 
c = (to,  t~ ,...) e C 
c is a maximal computation of C if  and only i f  for every c' = (to' , tl',...) ~ C if  
t 1 ' -~ t o , thent  o ' =t l ' .  
Proof. First we prove the forward implication by contraposition. If  there 
exists c' ~ (to' , tl',... ) ~ C such that tl' = t o and to'7~ tl '  , then c '~  c. 
Since c, c' ~ C, t 1' ~- t o and C is a set generated by some machine, we have 
c = c '11), that means c is not a maximal computation of the set C. 
The  reverse implication is again proved by contraposition. I f c is not a 
maximal computation, then there exists a computat ion c"~ C such that 
c" v¢: c and there exists k ~ 1 such that c "(k) ~ c and c "(k-l) ~ c. Let 
tt 
c' = (to' , tl',... ) where t j  = ti+k_ 1 for i ~ 0, that means c' = c "tk-l~. I t  is 
obvious that t 1' = t o and since t o' ~ t o , then t 0' @ tl'. Thus  we obtain a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY 4. Let M = (T ,  7r) be an arbitrary machine. An  arbitrary 
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computation of M c =- (to, t 1 .... ) is a maximal computation of the machine M i f  
and only i f  just one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) ~r(to) = t o and for every t ~ D~ i f  t # t o then rr(t) ~ t o . 
(ii) t oED~-R~.  
Proof. I f  e -= (to, t 1 ,...) is a computat ion of the machine M,  then either 
(i) t oeD~c3R~or  
(ii) t o~D~-R~.  
It  is obvious that the condit ions (i) and (ii) are disjoint. For  any t o ~ D~ - R~ 
t o can not be the second element of any computat ion of M.  Thus  by Theorem 
2 we obtain that the computat ion of M beginning at t o is a maximal  computa-  
t ion of M. I f  t o ~ D~ n R~,  then by Theorem 2 c is a maximal  computat ion if
and only if for every c' = (to', t i ' , . . .  ) t 1' = t o implies t o' -= tl ' .  Since t o ~ D~,  
then there exists c' such that t~' = t o . Thus  t o' = t 1' = t o , i.e., ~r(to) -~ t o . 
Since t 1' = t o' for every computat ion c' such that t 1' = t o , 7r(t) = t o only 
for t = t o . 
COROLLARY 5. There exist machines which do not contain any maximal 
computation. 
3. The  set generated by the composit ion of machines. 
We shall introduce the not ion of the composit ion of machines, but  it is 
defined provided these machines satisfy after-mentioned condition. 
We say that a machine M 2 = (7"2, ~r2) is an extension of a machine 
M 1 = (T l ,~r l )  if D .C3  (R%-  D%)= o and rrl(t ) = ~re(t) for every 
teD~lnD~ ~. 
The same we can express by means of generable sets in the fol lowing way. 
COROLLARY 6. I f  Ci is the set generated by a machine Mi for i = 1, 2, then 
the machine M~ is an extension of the machine M 1if and only i f  for any sequences 
c =( to , t~, . . . )~Cx,  c' =( to '  , t~ ' , . . . )~C~ and i , j~O the conditions 
i + 2 ~ l(c) and t i = t / imp ly j  + 2 ~ l(c') and t~+~ = tj.+l. 
I f  a machine M 2 -~ ( T~ , rr2> is an extension of a machine M 1 = (7"1,7r1> 
then by the composition of the machines M 2 and M 1 we understand the machine 
M 3 = (T3,7r8) such that T z = T lk.) T2, 
D~ = {t e D~I w R~I : (3h ~ 0) 7rlk(t ) e D~ c~ (R~I - -  D~I)} 
W {t e D~ : (3k ~ 1)(3t' e D~ c~ (R~I - -  D~0 ) t = 7rek(t')} 
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and 
lr3(t) = Wl(t) for t e D,,~ C~ D,~ 
t~re(t ) for t e D~ n D=2. 
Since M e is an extension of M 1 , then the function % is well-defined. The 
composition of the machines M e and M 1 we denote by Me o M1 • 
THEOREM 3. I f  a machine M~ is an extension of a machine M 1 and Ci is the 
set generated by the machine M i for i = 1, 2, 3, where M~ = M e o M1,  then 
G = {c(~) : c = (to, t~ ,...) ^ 0 ~< n ~< ~(c) - 2 ^ (~k ~< ~(c) - 2) 
[(to ,..., tk) ~ C1 ^ c (k) ~ G]} .  
Proof. Using the definition of the transition function % of the machine 
M a we are going to construct the set C 3 generated by the machine M 3 . The 
set C 3 consists of some computations of the machine M 1 extended by com- 
putations of the machine M 2 and of all their segments. If there exists an 
element t such that t is the final element of a computation c ~ C 1 and t is the 
initial element of a computation c' ~ C2, then the computation, the first part 
of which is c and the rest preceded by t is c', belongs to C~. In this manner we 
obtain the set 
P = {c = (to, t 1 .... ) : (3k <~ l(c) - -  2)(t o,..., tk) ~ C1 ^  c (k) ~ C2}. 
The set P contains all computations, the first part of which is a computation 
belonging to the set C 1 . However the set C 3 must consist of all computations 
which are generated by computations of the set P. Therefore we have 
C~ = {c (i) : c e P ^ O <~ i <~ 1(c ) - -2}={c  (i) : c = (t o , t 1 .... ) 
^ 0 ~ i ~< l(c) - -  2 n (3k ~ l(c) -- 2)[(t o,..., tk) E C1 ^  c (k) ~ C2]}. 
If we have a given machine, then we can try to present it as a composition 
of two machines but in general such representation is not unique. 
For an arbitrary machine M we say that M is decomposable if there exist 
machines 3//1, M 2 such that M 2 is an extension of M 1 and M = M 2 o M 1 . 
THEOREM 4. A machine M is decomposable i f  and only i f  for an arbitrary 
maximal computation c of the machine M we have l(c) ~ 3 and c contains at 
least two different elements. 
Let C be the set generated by the machine M = (T ,  rr). 
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Proof.  A machine M is decomposable if and only if there exist sets C I ,  C2 
such that C i is the set generated by a machine M i for i ~ 1,2 and 
M = M 2 o M 1 . We prove the necessity by leading to a contradiction. Now 
we assume that there exists a maximal computation c E C such that either 
c = (t, t,...) or l(c) = 2. Then  there exists a finite computation q ~ C 1 and 
a computation c 2 ~ C 2 such that their composit ion gives the computation c.
If  c = (t, t,...), then since two first elements of c 1 must be equal t, i.e., 
7r(t) = t, then we obtain the infinite sequence c 1 ~ c. If  l(c) - -  2 then c 1 -= c 
because l (q)  >/2 .  Thus  in both cases the computation c 1 must be equal to 
the computation c. We have obtained a contradiction. 
To  prove the sufficiency we are going to construct machines M 1 , M e such 
that M = M 1 o M 2. 
Let  R M C [T -  (R :  - D~)] ~ be the following relation RM(t  , t') ~ (3k, n ~ O) 
7rn(t) = *rk(t'). It  is obvious that R M is an equivalence relation. Let A be an 
arbitrary equivalence class of the relation R M . I f  A is infinite, then let t' be 
an element of the set d such that t' e D :  (~ R~ and 7r~(t ') =/= t' for every 
k > 0 (existing of the element ' results from the hypotheses of the theorem). 
Then  we define the sets 
& af {t : (3k >~ 0) t = ~( r )} ,  n l  ~f (A - -  &)  u {~(t) : t ~ A - -  &}. 
I f  A is finite and there exists a maximal computation of M consisting of 
elements of the set A, then we define the sets A~ as {t : there exists a maxi- 
mal computation c = (t o , q ,...) such that t = t o or t = h}, 
Ae dr (A - -  At) k_) {t : 7r(t) s A - -  A1}. 
I f  A is finite and there is no maximal computation of M consisting of ele- 
ments of the set A, then it is obvious that there exists k > 1 such that ~r~(t) ~ t 
for an arbitrary t ~ _d. Let t' be an arbitrary element of the set A. We define 
the sets A 1 af {t', ~r(t')}, A2 at A. Now we define the function 7r 1 as a restric- 
t ion of 7r to D,~, where D,~ as {t : there exists an equivalence class A gene- 
rated by R M such that ~(t) E A1}. We define the function ~r~ as a restriction 
~r to D,2, where D,~ as {t : there exists an equivalence class A generated by 
R M such that t E A2}. If M 1 = (T ,  ~h}, Me = (T,  rre} , then M = M 1 o M e . 
4. PROPERTIES OF GENERABLE SETS 
In  order to achieve a better understanding of properties of generable sets, 
we examine whether and when the union, intersection, complement and 
difference of generable sets are generable sets. The  above ment ioned opera- 
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tions we understand as set-theoretic operations on sets consisting of com- 
putations. 
THEOREM 5. For  arb i t rary generable sets C1,  Ca the set C 3 = C1 ~ Ca is a 
generable set. 
Proof .  We use Theorem 1 (and indeed Corollary 2, because C~ is a subset 
of generable sets C1, C2). We must prove only condition (ii) of Theorem 1. 
Let c ~ C~, i.e., c E C1 and c ~ Ca • Then from condition (ii) of Theorem 1 
c (i) ~ C 1 and c (i) ~ C~ for i = 0,..., l ( c ) -  2. Hence c (i) ~ C 3 for 
i = 0 ..... 1 (c) - -  2 and the condition is satisfied. 
THEOREM 6. I f  C i is the set generated by a machine M i fo r  i = 1, 2, then 
Ca = C1 w C 2 is a generable set i f  and  only i f  M 2 is an extension o f  M1 and  M 1 
is an extension o f  M a . 
Proof.  Let M 1 : (T1,  ~1) and M a = (T  a, 7r2). First we shall prove 
df  
the sufficiency of the condition. Let T~= T 1U T~,Dr  =D= UD r , 
%(t) Z ~l(t) for t e ~J . ~ ~/1 D= and rr~(t) = rr2(t) for t ~ D r . Since rr.(t) = ~ro(t) for 
-1  . . . . .  d.f 2 ~" " " "  " 
t e D~ n D~,  ~g is well-defined. Now let M 3 = {T3, rrg). By our hypotheses 
we obtain that R~3-  D~ = (R~, -  D~)w (R~-  D%). Then the set of 
final (initial) elements of computations of the machine M a is the union of sets 
of final (initial) elements of computations of the machine M 1 and those of the 
machine M a . Thus we do not obtain any new computations. Therefore C a is 
the set generated by the machine M 3 . 
Now we shall prove the necessity by leading to a contradiction. Let us 
assume that D~ ~ (R~2-  D~2 ) ~ o. Then there exists t such that 
t ~ D~ ~ (R~, - -  D~). Hence in the set Ca there exist two computations c, c' 
such that t is the first element of c and t is the final element of c'. It contra- 
dicts to the condition 1 ° of the theorem 1. We do analogically if 
D~ n (R~ - -  D~ 0 ¢ ~.  
I f  there exists t ~ D~ (~ D~, such that rq(t) :# ~r2(t), then a contradiction is
obvious and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 7. For  any  generable sets C 1 , C 2 the set C = C 1 - -  C 2 is a 
generable set i f  and  only i f  fo r  every e E C 1 the relat ion c (1) ~ C 1 (~ C 2 implies 
ceCl  n C2. 
Proof .  The set C1 - -  C2 is a subset of the generable set C 1 . Then by 
Corollary 2 we have to verify whether e c C 1 - -  C 2 implies c (i) ~ C 1 - -  C 2 for 
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i = 0, 1,..., l(c) - -  2. Since C1 - -  C2 = C1 - -  (C1 n Ca) and it suffices to 
take i = 1, we obtain if c ~ C1 --  Ca, then c m e C1 - -  (C1 c3 Ca). Thus  if 
c ~ C1 - -  Ca then c m ~ C1 n C 2 . That  is equivalent to the following state- 
ment. If  e (1) ~ C1 c~ C2, then c ~ C1 - -  (C1 n C~), i.e., if cm ~ C 1 n Ca, then 
C @ Cl ('l C2. 
From Theorem 7 we obtain the following corollaries (C i denotes the set 
generated by a machine M i -~- (T i ,  7ri) for i = 1, 2): 
COROLLARY 7. The set C -~ C 1 --  C 2 is a generable set i f  and only i f  for any 
t ~ D~I, t' ~ D~I ~ D~2 if t' = ~q(t) and ~rlk(t' ) = ~ra~(t ') for every k > 0, 
then t' = ~ra(t ).
COROLLARY 8. I f  for any t, t' @ D.I  C~ D.2 from equalities t' = ~h(t) and 
rq(t') = rra(t' ) it follows that t' = ~ra(t), then C = C1 --  C2 is a generable set. 
THEOREM 8. I f  a set T is nonempty, then for an arbitrary generable set C 
the set T ~ --  C is not a generable set. 
Proof. To prove the theorem it suffices to regard the set T, when T = {t}. 
The  set T ~ is infinite, but  only one element of T ~ is a computation. 
I f  from a generable set C we could determine uniquely the machine 
M = (T ,  7r) such that C is the set generated by M (for example taking 
T = D r u R~ or taking T fixed), then we would obtain new machines by 
means of set--theoretical operations on generable sets. 
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